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I object to the proposed Rocky Hill mine. 

This mine would be too close to town.  Closer than other towns in other mining areas which nevertheless are 

still badly affected by mining activities. In our enclosed valley we will have no where to go to escape the coal 

dust when the wind blows, or avoid the unremitting noise. 

Gloucester valley is home to beautiful rivers and waterways that flow from the Barrington Tops over our 

pasture lands above unusually fractured geology.  Digging below the level of the water table and drawing out 

large quantities of water, as an open cut mine does, must inevitably pollute and hugely reduce the valley’s 

flow into the highly populated Manning Valley.    

Gloucester valley, at certain times of the year is subject to high rainfall.  The risk of stored polluted water 

from mining activities overflowing and polluting the local environment and local properties is too great.  

Air quality in the Hunter Valley is regularly above recommended levels.  The long-term health impacts, not to 

mention the current quality of life of residents, is not acceptable.  Promises by mine owners that locals will 

not be impacted are simply not acted on, and it seems are not adequately policed.  This is not a risk we, in 

the Gloucester community, are prepared to accept. 

GRL claim a certain level of employment over the life of the proposed mine, including a certain level of its 

employees being located in Gloucester town area.  This claim must surely be untrustworthy, given:  

• The increasing fall in employment in open cut mines in recent years as more and more new 

technology is used to replace workers. 

• The likely fall, if the mine comes to town, in  

o employment in existing industries and 

o  the rate of attracting new businesses and tree-changers to the area 

At one point in its documents, GRL claims it will ensure 70 employees will be located in town.  Even 

if this were true, (GRL provide no evidence of how they would achieve this claim) it would mean 

1400 people employed for one year over 20 years.  By comparison, merely 7 new jobs or self-

funded retirees in town each year would mean 1470 people employed for one year over 20 years.  

Not a big target at all. Unfortunately, if the mine were to come to town, it would not take much to 

instead lose 7 positions per year, as our existing industries and the quality of life in town are 

impacted by so close a mine.  

• My fear - that a small mine in the current age is at a higher risk of financial failure and perhaps 

indeed becoming a stranded asset.  If this happens, Gloucester is left with the big hole and the 

damage to our environment, community and economy.  The State government loses any income 

from the mine but is left with the costs of the damaged community, and all of us pay through our 

taxes for the tax write down by the owners of the mine. 

• Some local businesses may benefit during the construction phase of the mine.  However, 

experience from elsewhere (especially as technology used to operate open cut mines is increasingly 

complex and costly), indicates mine owners rely mostly on large corporates, not local businesses, 

for provision and maintenance.   

I have visited other towns close to mines both in NSW and Queensland throughout my life and seen 

firsthand how badly they fare: 

• Higher levels of poor health compared to non-mining communities 

• Where fly-in/fly out mine workers stay in camps out of town the local businesses do not benefit.  



• Where mine workers stay in town, rental prices can rise well beyond the ability of locals afford to 

live in their own town or the town to attract new, permanent citizens. 

• House prices may rise steeply for a few years then crash when the mine leaves. Locals lose their 

ability to self- fund their retirements because the value of their properties and businesses fall 

(leading to more call on government coffers).  

•  The town’s ability to attract new businesses to replace those destroyed by the mine is so much 

more difficult than before the mine, when the environment was pristine.   

• This mine threatens heavy costs to the people of NSW.   Likely long term costs to the State and 

Nation could well outweigh short-term State income because of increased costs to: 

o Health 

o Environment 

o Existing industries; and from 

o Increased unemployment due to likely damage to:  

▪ local agriculture. (Who wants to drink milk produced by cows grazing on grass 

polluted with coal dust fallout?) 

▪ Tourism. (Who wants to breathe deeply polluted air or can visit dangerous open-cut 

mines?  If you don’t believe  me, check out the tourism incomes of the Hunter towns 

and villages close to the hunter mines) 

▪ Tree-changing. (Who wants to invest in a business or live in a place where property 

values are falling and the air and the water is questionable? Travel through the 

Hunter on an average day and observe the colour of the air – and I’m told it’s what 

you can’t see that is most dangerous!) 

What happens when the mine is gone and all the other industries that currently thrive in our valley have 

been long driven out?  Another unviable community that people cannot afford to leave because of the low 

value of their properties and who must rely on government support merely to survive? 

Given the risks associated with this mine, there must be quite a risk of class actions down the track because 

of: 

- Damaged health  

- Loss of property values  

- Destruction of existing livelihoods/industries 

- Poisoned environments and ruin of once productive farmland 

- Polluted waterways and reduction of available precious water. 

In the past Australians believed we had no choice but coal mines to provide our energy and our prosperity.  

Today the costs of coal mining are well known and challenge the benefits.  The good news is that we now 

have alternatives to provide our energy, maintain our health and environment, protect our existing 

industries but at the same time give new economic opportunities.  It seems foolhardy to pursue coal mining 

now in a place like the Gloucester valley.  

Gloucester is a high functioning community.  Our level of amenity and services are exceptional for a town of 

our size.  Our people work hard to maintain their own independence and to give back to their community.  A 

coal mine so close to town would seem a cruel and unnecessary burden and one that will benefit neither 

local people nor the people of NSW. 

 


